07 System Test

33

Bypass Recall

09 Night Arm

51

Aux. Alarm

12 Global Stay Arm

52

Panic

4. Reattach the cover securely, verifying that the cover snaps
shut.

Cleaning
The use of abrasives of any kind and solvents such as kerosene, acetone or thinner is strictly forbidden.
Clean the wireless key only with a soft cloth or sponge moistened lightly with a mixture of water and mild detergent, and
wipe it dry immediately.

13 Global Away Arm

PG9949/PG8949/PG4949

14 Global Disarm

PowerG 2-Button Wireless Key
Installation Instructions

Configuration

WARNING!
Choking Hazard; Small parts; The pendant and belt
clip are NOT for children under 3 years
Do not submerge the wireless key in any liquid as it
will damage the electronic circuits. Keep this manual for future
reference.

To enter the wireless configuration section enter [804][601].

Operation
The PGx949 is a programmable 2-button wireless key. The
PGx949 can be configured to transmit up to three separate commands to the alarm system. Two of the commands are transmitted by pressing one of the buttons separately, and the third is by
pressing them simultaneously. Confirmation of a successful
transmission is indicated by the LED light.

Default Settings
Arm {button 1) - Press

for 1 second

Disarm (button 3) - Press
for 1 second.
Panic (button 4) - Press and hold both buttons for more than 3
seconds.

Device Setup
Enrollment
To quick enroll:
1. On a keypad press [*] [8] [Installer Code]
[804] [000].
2. Press and hold the [
] button on the wireless key until the LED lights steady and then release the
[
] button while the LED is still lit and a confirmation
message appears on the keypad.
3. Press [*] on the keypad to confirm the device ID.
4. Enter [3 digit wireless key #]
5. Assign the wireless key to a partition by entering the [three
digit partition #].
6. To assign the wireless key to a user enter the [3 digit user #].
To pre-enroll:
1. Remotely configure the unique ID number into the system.
For more information see the HSM2HOST manual.
2. When on-site, press the button on the wireless key.

Programming Buttons
The buttons are programmable.
To change button programming:
1. From a keypad enter [*] [8] [Installer Code] [804][601] to
[632].
2. Configure button 1 (default arm) using the table below.
Enter the desired two digit option.
3. Configure button 3 (default disarm) by entering the desired
two digit option.
4. Configure button 4 (both buttons pressed simultaneously) by
entering the desired two digit option.
00 Disabled

16

Quick Exit

01 Disarm

17

Arm Interior

02 Instant Stay Arm

21

Comm. Output 1

03 Stay Arm

22

Comm. Output 2

04 Away Arm

23

Comm. Output 3

05 [*][9] No Entry

24

Comm. Output 4

06 Chime On/Off

29

Bypass Group Recall

Device Toggles
[011][01] Supervision - Default [N]
Enables supervision of the device.

Assembly
Attaching to a Belt Clip
1. Slide the device into the holder until you feel it snap
securely inside.
2. To attach the belt clip, slide it onto the rails on the rear of the
holder.

Mounting

Testing
Always test the system at least once per a year.
1. Ensure the device is enrolled in the system.
2. Stand 3 m (10 ft) away from the control panel and press the
button. Verify that the transmit LED lights and the control
panel responds as programmed.
3. Operate the pendant from various locations within the area
covered by the receiver to determine "dead" locations,
where transmission is blocked by walls and large objects, or
affected by structural materials.
Note: If dead/marginal zones are a problem, relocating the
receiver may improve the performance.

Specifications
Frequency Band (MHz): CE Listed PG4949: 433-434MHz;
CE/EN listed PG8949: 868MHz; FCC/IC/UL/ULC listed
PG9949: 912-919MHz
Communication Protocol: PowerG
Battery type: For UL/ULC listed installation use only Varta or
Energizer 3V CR-2032 Lithium battery consumer grade
Battery Life Expectancy: 5 years (not verified by UL/ULC)
Low Battery Threshold: 2.05 V
Note: If transmission is still possible despite the battery condition, the unit will send a low battery signal to the control panel.
Temperature Range: -10°C to +55°C (UL/ULC only verified
the range 0ºC-49ºC)
Humidity: up to max. 93%RH, non-condensing
Dimensions (LxWxD): 53 x 33 x 11 mm (2.1 x 1.3 x 0.43 in)
Weight: 15 g (0.5 oz)
Weight (including battery): 20 g (0.7 oz)
Note: To be used in non-hazardous locations only.

1. Align the holder on a wall facing up as illustrated.
2. Using two #4 5/8” screws and
appropriate wall anchors, secure
the holder to the wall
3. Slide the device into the holder
until you feel it snap securely
inside.

Maintenance
Warning! Modifications to this wireless key not expressly approved by the
party responsible for compliance may
void the user’s authority to operate it.

Replacing the Battery
The required battery is CR2032 Lithium 3V, manufactured by
VARTA or Energizer, purchased from a DSC-approved supplier.
When this wireless key is out of use, remove all batteries and
dispose of them separately. Bring electrical appliances to the
local collecting points for waste electrical and electronic equipment. Batteries are harmful to the environment, please help to
protect the environment from health risks.
Replace the battery at least once every 5 years, or upon observing that the LED flickers when transmitting.
NOTE: The polarity of the battery must be observed. Improper
handling of lithium batteries may result in heat generation,
explosion or fire, which may lead to personal injuries.
WARNING: Danger of explosion if batteries are installed
incorrectly. Replace only with the same or equivalent type recommended by the manufacturer. Keep away from small children. If batteries are swallowed, promptly see a doctor. Do not
try to recharge these batteries. Disposal of used batteries must
be made in accordance with the waste recovery and recycling
regulations in your area.
1. To replace the battery, insert a coin into the slot on the bottom of the unit and twist it open.
Note: Make sure the elastic pad within the cover remains in
place. Put it back in place if it falls off.
2. Extract the old battery from its holder, and replace it with a
recommended new battery. Ensure that the plus side of the
battery faces up, attaining correct polarity.

+

3. Test the device by pressing the button. The LED indicator
should light.

Compatible Receivers

have two- way communication functionality, providing additional benefits as described in the technical brochure. This
functionality has not been tested to comply with the respective
technical requirements and should therefore be considered outside the scope of the product’s certification

FCC COMPLIANCE STATEMENT
WARNING! Changes or modifications to this unit not
expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance
could void the user’s authority to operate the equipment.
This device has been tested and found to comply with the limits
for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC
Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in residential installations.
This equipment generates uses and can radiate radio frequency
energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the
instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio and television reception.
However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur
in a particular installation. If this device does cause such interference, which can be verified by turning the device off and on,
the user is encouraged to eliminate the interference by one or
more of the following measures:
– Re-orient or re-locate the receiving antenna.
– Increase the distance between the device and the receiver.
– Connect the device to an outlet on a circuit different from the
one that supplies power to the receiver.
– Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician.
This equipment complies with FCC and IC RF radiation exposure limits set forth for an uncontrolled environment.
This device complies with FCC Rules Part 15 and with Industry
Canada licence-exempt RSS standard(s). Operation is subject
to the following two conditions: (1) This device may not cause
harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference that may be received or that may cause undesired operation.
Le present appareil est conforme aux CNR d'Industrie Canada
applicables aux appareils radio exempts de licence.
L'exploitation est autorisee aux deux conditions suivantes :(1)
l'appareil ne doit pas produire de brouillage, et (2) l'utilisateur
de l'appareil doit accepter tout brouillage radioelectrique subi,
meme si le brouillage est susceptible d'en compromettre le
fonctionnement.

PG9949/PG8949/PG4949
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UL/ULC Notes



• After arming the system via the wireless key the user should verify the
closing confirmation has been indicated at the keypad.
• Panic button must be disabled.

For UL/ULC installations use these device only in conjunction
with compatible DSC wireless receivers: HSM2HOST9,
HS2LCDRF(P)9, HS2ICNRF(P)9 and PG9920. After
installation verify the product functionality in conjunction with
the compatible receiver used.
Europe: The PG4949 and PG8949 are compliant
with the RTTE requirements - Directive 1999/5/EC
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 9
March 1999. The PG8949 is certified by Telefication to the following standards: EN50131-3, EN50131-1
GRADE 2, CLASS II, EN50131-6 Type C. Telefication BV
has certified only the 868 MHz variant of this product. According to EN 50131-1:2006 and A1:2009, this equipment can be
applied in installed systems up to and including Security Grade
2, Environmental Class II. UK: The PG8949 is suitable for use
in systems installed to conform to PD6662:2010 at Grade 2 and
environmental class 2 BS8243. The Power G peripheral devices
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433MHz Band: HSM2HOST4; HS2LCDRF(P)4;HS2ICNRF(P)4; PG4920
868MHz Band: HSM2HOST8; HS2LCDRF(P)8; HS2ICNRF(P)8;PG8920
912-919MHz Band: HSM2HOST9; HS2LCDRF(P)9; HS2ICNRF(P)9; PG9920
Note: Only devices operating in band 912-919MHz are UL/
ULC listed.

Only model PG9949 operating in the frequency band 912919MHz is UL/ULC listed. The PG9949 has been listed by UL
for commercial and residential burglary applications and by
ULC for residential burglary applications in accordance with
the requirements in the Standards UL1610/UL1023/ULCORD-C1023 and ANSI/SIA CP-01-2010 Control Panel
Standard – Features for False Alarm Reduction.
Note: For UL commercial burglary applications:
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CE/EN 䇔 䇱 Ⲵ PG8949: 868MHz; 䙊䗷 FCC/IC/UL/ULC
䇔䇱Ⲵ PG9949: 912-919MHz
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for commercial and residential burglary applications and by
ULC for residential burglary applications in accordance with
the requirements in the Standards UL1610/UL1023/ULCORD-C1023 and ANSI/SIA CP-01-2010 Control Panel
Standard ñ Features for False Alarm Reduction.
Note: For UL commercial burglary applications:
After arming the system via the wireless key the user should verify the
closing confirmation has been indicated at the keypad.
Panic button must be disabled.

For UL/ULC installations use these device only in conjunction
with compatible DSC wireless receivers: HSM2HOST9,
HS2LCDRF(P)9, HS2ICNRF(P)9 and PG9920. After
installation verify the product functionality in conjunction with
the compatible receiver used.
Europe: The PG4949 and PG8949 are compliant
with the RTTE requirements - Directive 1999/5/EC
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 9
March 1999. The PG8949 is certified by
Telefication to the following standards: EN50131-3, EN501311 GRADE 2, CLASS II, EN50131-6 Type C. Telefication BV
has certified only the 868 MHz variant of this product.
According to EN 50131-1:2006 and A1:2009, this equipment
can be applied in installed systems up to and including Security
Grade 2, Environmental Class II. UK: The PG8949 is suitable
for use in systems installed to conform to PD6662:2010 at
Grade 2 and environmental class 2 BS8243. The Power G
peripheral devices have two- way communication functionality,
providing additional benefits as described in the technical
brochure. This functionality has not been tested to comply with
the respective technical requirements and should therefore be
considered outside the scope of the productís certification

FCC COMPLIANCE STATEMENT
WARNING! Changes or modifications to this unit not
expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance
could void the userís authority to operate the equipment.
This device has been tested and found to comply with the limits
for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC
Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable
protection against harmful interference in residential
installations. This equipment generates uses and can radiate
radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in
accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful
interference to radio and television reception.
However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur
in a particular installation. If this device does cause such
interference, which can be verified by turning the device off
and on, the user is encouraged to eliminate the interference by
one or more of the following measures:
ñ Re-orient or re-locate the receiving antenna.
ñ Increase the distance between the device and the receiver.
ñ Connect the device to an outlet on a circuit different from the
one that supplies power to the receiver.
ñ Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician.
This equipment complies with FCC and IC RF radiation
exposure limits set forth for an uncontrolled environment.
This device complies with FCC Rules Part 15 and with Industry
Canada licence-exempt RSS standard(s). Operation is subject
to the following two conditions: (1) This device may not cause
harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any
interference that may be received or that may cause undesired
operation.
Le present appareil est conforme aux CNR d'Industrie Canada
applicables aux appareils radio exempts de licence.
L'exploitation est autorisee aux deux conditions suivantes :(1)
l'appareil ne doit pas produire de brouillage, et (2) l'utilisateur
de l'appareil doit accepter tout brouillage radioelectrique subi,
meme si le brouillage est susceptible d'en compromettre le
fonctionnement.

ެᇩⲴ᧕᭦ಘ
433MHz
仁ᑖ :
HSM2HOST4;
HS2LCDRF(P)4;HS2ICNRF(P)4; PG4920
868MHz
仁ᑖ :
HSM2HOST8;
HS2LCDRF(P)8;
HS2ICNRF(P)8;PG8920
912-919MHz 仁 ᑖ : HSM2HOST9; HS2LCDRF(P)9;
HS2ICNRF(P)9; PG9920
⌘˖ ਚᴹ䘀㹼൘ 912-919MHz 仁ᑖⲴ䇮༷䙊䗷Ҷ UL/
ULC 䇔䇱Ǆ

UL/ULC Notes
Only model PG9949 operating in the frequency band 912919MHz is UL/ULC listed. The PG9949 has been listed by UL

Limited Warranty
Digital Security Controls warrants that for a period of 12 months from the date of purchase, the product shall be
free of defects in materials and workmanship under normal use and that in fulfillment of any breach of such
warranty, Digital Security Controls shall, at its option, repair or replace the defective equipment upon return of

the equipment to its repair depot. This warranty applies only to defects in parts and workmanship and not to
damage incurred in shipping or handling, or damage due to causes beyond the control of Digital Security
Controls such as lightning, excessive voltage, mechanical shock, water damage, or damage arising out of abuse,
alteration or improper application of the equipment.
The foregoing warranty shall apply only to the original buyer, and is and shall be in lieu of any and all other
warranties, whether expressed or implied and of all other obligations or liabilities on the part of Digital Security
Controls. Digital Security Controls neither assumes responsibility for, nor authorizes any other person
purporting to act on its behalf to modify or to change this warranty, nor to assume for it any other warranty or
liability concerning this product.
In no event shall Digital Security Controls be liable for any direct, indirect or consequential damages, loss of
anticipated profits, loss of time or any other losses incurred by the buyer in connection with the purchase,
installation or operation or failure of this product.
Warning: Digital Security Controls recommends that the entire system be completely tested on a regular
basis. However, despite frequent testing, and due to, but not limited to, criminal tampering or electrical
disruption, it is possible for this product to fail to perform as expected.
Important Information: Changes or modifications not expressly approved by Digital Security Controls could
void the userís authority to operate this equipment.

IMPORTANT - READ CAREFULLY: DSC Software purchased with or
without Products and Components is copyrighted and is purchased under
the following license terms:
ï This End-User License Agreement (ìEULAî) is a legal agreement between You
(the company, individual or entity who acquired the Software and any related
Hardware) and Digital Security Controls, a division of Tyco Safety Products
Canada Ltd. (ìDSCî), the manufacturer of the integrated security systems and the
developer of the software and any related products or components (ìHARDWAREî)
which You acquired.
ï If the DSC software product (ìSOFTWARE PRODUCTî or ìSOFTWAREî) is
intended to be accompanied by HARDWARE, and is NOT accompanied by new
HARDWARE, You may not use, copy or install the SOFTWARE PRODUCT. The
SOFTWARE PRODUCT includes computer software, and may include associated
media, printed materials, and ìonlineî or electronic documentation.
ï Any software provided along with the SOFTWARE PRODUCT that is
associated with a separate end-user license agreement is licensed to You under the
terms of that license agreement.
ï By installing, copying, downloading, storing, accessing or otherwise using the
SOFTWARE PRODUCT, You agree unconditionally to be bound by the terms of
this EULA, even if this EULA is deemed to be a modification of any previous
arrangement or contract. If You do not agree to the terms of this EULA, DSC is
unwilling to license the SOFTWARE PRODUCT to You, and You have no right to
use it.
LICENSE
The SOFTWARE PRODUCT is protected by copyright laws and international copyright treaties, as well as
other intellectual property laws and treaties. The SOFTWARE PRODUCT is licensed, not sold.
1. GRANT OF LICENSE This EULA grants You the following rights:
(a) Software Installation and Use - For each license You acquire, You may have only one copy of the
SOFTWARE PRODUCT installed.
(b) Storage/Network Use - The SOFTWARE PRODUCT may not be installed, accessed, displayed, run,
shared or used concurrently on or from different computers, including a workstation, terminal or other digital
electronic device (ìDeviceî). In other words, if You have several workstations, You will have to acquire a
license for each workstation where the SOFTWARE will be used.
(c) Backup Copy - You may make back-up copies of the SOFTWARE
PRODUCT, but You may only have one copy per license installed at any given
time. You may use the back-up copy solely for archival purposes. Except as
expressly provided in this EULA, You may not otherwise make copies of the
SOFTWARE PRODUCT, including the printed materials accompanying the
SOFTWARE.
2. DESCRIPTION OF OTHER RIGHTS AND LIMITATIONS
(a) Limitations on Reverse Engineering, Decompilation and Disassembly - You
may not reverse engineer, decompile, or disassemble the SOFTWARE PRODUCT,
except and only to the extent that such activity is expressly permitted by applicable
law notwithstanding this limitation. You may not make any changes or
modifications to the Software, without the written permission of an officer of DSC.
You may not remove any proprietary notices, marks or labels from the Software
Product. You shall institute reasonable measures to ensure compliance with the
terms and conditions of this EULA.
(b) Separation of Components - The SOFTWARE PRODUCT is licensed as a single product. Its component
parts may not be separated for use on more than one HARDWARE unit.
(c) Single INTEGRATED PRODUCT - If You acquired this SOFTWARE with HARDWARE, then the
SOFTWARE PRODUCT is licensed with the HARDWARE as a single integrated product. In this case, the
SOFTWARE PRODUCT may only be used with the HARDWARE as set forth in this EULA.
(d) Rental - You may not rent, lease or lend the SOFTWARE PRODUCT. You
may not make it available to others or post it on a server or web site.
(e) Software Product Transfer - You may transfer all of Your rights under this EULA only as part of a
permanent sale or transfer of the HARDWARE, provided You retain no copies, You transfer all of the
SOFTWARE PRODUCT (including all component parts, the media and printed materials, any upgrades and
this EULA), and provided the recipient agrees to the terms of this EULA. If the SOFTWARE PRODUCT is an
upgrade, any transfer must also include all prior versions of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT.
(f) Termination - Without prejudice to any other rights, DSC may terminate this EULA if You fail to comply
with the terms and conditions of this EULA. In such event, You must destroy all copies of the SOFTWARE
PRODUCT and all of its component parts.
(g) Trademarks - This EULA does not grant You any rights in connection with any trademarks or service
marks of DSC or its suppliers.
3. COPYRIGHT - All title and intellectual property rights in and to the SOFTWARE PRODUCT (including but
not limited to any images, photographs, and text incorporated into the SOFTWARE PRODUCT), the
accompanying printed materials, and any copies of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT, are owned by DSC or its
suppliers. You may not copy the printed materials accompanying the SOFTWARE PRODUCT. All title and
intellectual property rights in and to the content which may be accessed through use of the SOFTWARE
PRODUCT are the property of the respective content owner and may be protected by applicable copyright or
other intellectual property laws and treaties. This EULA grants You no rights to use such content. All rights not
expressly granted under this EULA are reserved by DSC and its suppliers.
4. EXPORT RESTRICTIONS - You agree that You will not export or re-export the SOFTWARE PRODUCT to
any country, person, or entity subject to Canadian export restrictions.
5. CHOICE OF LAW - This Software License Agreement is governed by the laws of the Province of Ontario,
Canada.
6. ARBITRATION - All disputes arising in connection with this Agreement shall be determined by final and
binding arbitration in accordance with the Arbitration Act, and the parties agree to be bound by the arbitratorís
decision. The place of arbitration shall be Toronto, Canada, and the language of the arbitration shall be English.
7. LIMITED WARRANTY
(a) NO WARRANTY - DSC PROVIDES THE SOFTWARE ìAS ISî WITHOUT WARRANTY. DSC DOES NOT
WARRANT THAT THE SOFTWARE WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS OR THAT OPERATION OF THE
SOFTWARE WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR-FREE.
(b) CHANGES IN OPERATING ENVIRONMENT - DSC shall not be responsible for problems caused by
changes in the operating characteristics of the HARDWARE, or for problems in the interaction of the
SOFTWARE PRODUCT with non-DSC-SOFTWARE or HARDWARE PRODUCTS.

(c) LIMITATION OF LIABILITY; WARRANTY REFLECTS ALLOCATION OF RISK - IN ANY EVENT,
IF ANY STATUTE IMPLIES WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS NOT STATED IN THIS LICENSE
AGREEMENT, DSCíS ENTIRE LIABILITY UNDER ANY PROVISION OF THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT
SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE GREATER OF THE AMOUNT ACTUALLY PAID BY YOU TO LICENSE
THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT AND FIVE CANADIAN DOLLARS (CAD$5.00). BECAUSE SOME
JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY FOR
CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, THE ABOVE LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO
YOU.
(d) DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES - THIS WARRANTY CONTAINS THE ENTIRE WARRANTY AND
SHALL BE IN LIEU OF ANY AND ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
(INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE) AND OF ALL OTHER OBLIGATIONS OR LIABILITIES ON THE PART OF
DSC. DSC MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES. DSC NEITHER ASSUMES NOR AUTHORIZES ANY
OTHER PERSON PURPORTING TO ACT ON ITS BEHALF TO MODIFY OR TO CHANGE THIS
WARRANTY, NOR TO ASSUME FOR IT ANY OTHER WARRANTY OR LIABILITY CONCERNING
THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT.
(e) EXCLUSIVE REMEDY AND LIMITATION OF WARRANTY - UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES
SHALL DSC BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR INDIRECT
DAMAGES BASED UPON BREACH OF WARRANTY, BREACH OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE,
STRICT LIABILITY, OR ANY OTHER LEGAL THEORY. SUCH DAMAGES INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT
LIMITED TO, LOSS OF PROFITS, LOSS OF THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT OR ANY ASSOCIATED
EQUIPMENT, COST OF CAPITAL, COST OF SUBSTITUTE OR REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT,
FACILITIES OR SERVICES, DOWN TIME, PURCHASERS TIME, THE CLAIMS OF THIRD PARTIES,
INCLUDING CUSTOMERS, AND INJURY TO PROPERTY.
WARNING: DSC recommends that the entire system be completely tested on a regular basis. However, despite
frequent testing, and due to, but not limited to, criminal tampering or electrical disruption, it is possible for this
SOFTWARE PRODUCT to fail to perform as expected.
Always ensure you obtain the latest version of the User Guide. Updated versions of this User Guide are
available by contacting your distributor.
© 2014 Tyco International Ltd. and its Respective Companies. All Rights Reserved. The trademarks, logos, and
service marks displayed on this document are registered in the United States [or other countries]. Any misuse of
the trademarks is strictly prohibited and Tyco International Ltd. will aggressively enforce its intellectual
property rights to the fullest extent of the law, including pursuit of criminal prosecution wherever necessary. All
trademarks not owned by Tyco International Ltd. are the property of their respective owners, and are used with
permission or allowed under applicable laws. Product offerings and specifications are subject to change without
notice. Actual products may vary from photos. Not all products include all features. Availability varies by
region; contact your sales representative.
Toronto, Canada ï www.dsc.com ï Printed in Israel ï Tech. Support: 1-800-387-3630 (Canada, US), 905-7603000
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䚕䤓ℶ❐⺕䞷┮厌㘴扠䤓ℶ❐扪嫛㦃㗱ᇭ㹞₹㦃㗱幍⺕㟅♥䦇㇢ℝ㇢ⓜ
ゑ⧉ↆ㫋䤓忈䞷ᇭ
巵⛙庆Ⅳ兕梔床
⸘孔ⅉ⛧權䩴
㦻巵⛙▔⚺摜尐≰㋾ᇭ⇫侊兮䞷㓆㘴屵䤓➾₹ⅉ᧨㌷㦘徲↊常㷳侊兮
䤓䞷㓆㽷㎞㦻巵⛙₼䤓⚓欈␔⹈ᇭ
侊兮㟔椫
㷳侊兮兞扖位㉒幍帰᧨♾⸭䘿㦏⮶䲚ㄵ䤓㦘㟗㊶ᇭ䏅力᧨⦷䀘♙䋺䌍ᇬ䥦䴒
㒥␅⸒伊⨚䤓侶㊴ℚↅ㍔⑄ₚ᧨㷳侊兮♾厌㡯㽤怆Ⓙ棁㔳⇫䞷ᇭ䟀ℝ䱜䱜☮
⥯᧨↊⇤伊⨚䤓↊⇤㔴巵侊兮掌♾厌↩康㏝嫰⮓䚕᧨⚵⒨♾厌㡯㽤㖘䏶欓
㦮㡈㆞ぴ⇫ᇭₚ槱⅚兜␅₼K᧤⇕ㄅ槭⏷捷᧥☮⥯᧶
⸘孔ₜ㇢
⸘⏷侊兮⸘孔㷲䫽᧨㓜厌㙟∪⏔⒕≬㔳ᇭ㹞㶰⸘孔⧖ㄣ兞扖⸘⏷₢₩ⅉ⭺攃
⸩᧨ⅴ䫽≬䁄䥥㓏㦘⏴♲䍈✛◉⩮ᇭ桷䴦ₙ䤓析✛㙡枏㉔權䓱槯᧨ㄅ㷲デ扟
⇫ᇭ桷䴦ᇬ⬨⭐✛␅⸒ㆉ䷠㧟㠨㉔權␆㦘⚗㫋䤓㔦┪✛㨓抯᧨㓜厌㙟∪ㄣ㦘
䤓≬㔳㻃ᇭ⦷↊⇤ㆉ䷠㿊┷㦮梃✛⃚⚝᧨掌㉔權扪嫛㶰摜㠿攃⸩ᇭ⻌♾
厌䟀䀗棁✛  㒥⏻⸘捷桷扪嫛攃⸩ᇭ
䔾凹䩴幕
㷳侊兮▔⚺㦘Ⓟ抯㢅䫽⸩㦘㟗䤓⸘⏷┮厌ᇭ␆㦘䔾凹⋍⚠䤓ⅉ♾厌↩䪣䴅⒉
棜⇝扨K┮厌䤓㦘㟗㊶䤓㡈㽤ᇭ⥯㷳᧨⸩㦮㭏㩴⸘⏷侊兮槭デ摜尐᧨扨㫆♾
ⅴ䫽≬⸘⏷侊兮䤓┮厌≬㖐㦘㟗᧨ㄅ䫽≬㡵♠䘿⸘⏷侊兮ₜ厌㙟∪ㄣ㦘䤓
≬㔳᧨⻀泻ₙ㦃㠿㒥㦃㗱⸘⏷侊兮ᇭ
⏴≄劔扪⏴
⏴≄劔♾厌↩抩扖ₜ♦≬㔳䤓⏴♲䍈扪⏴ᇬ挎↯㎮幍ᇬ䴎怙⸘⏷侊
兮㭏㿚ₜⒿ䤓◉⩮抒挎䥠㿚ᇬ㠼㔴巵幍㒥㓿㒥棊㷱侊兮㷲デぴ⇫ᇭ
䟄䄟㟔椫
㘶Ⓟ◤⏒ᇬ⏴≄㭏㿚⣷ᇬ䍮㎮ⅴ♙幇⮩␅⸒⸘⏷幍掌榏尐₹⚗㫋䤓䟄䄟᧨
㓜厌㷲デぴ⇫ᇭⰑ㨫㩟₹幍抩扖䟄㻯ぴ⇫᧨䟄㻯♾厌↩⯀㟗ᇭ☂∎䟄㻯㼰
㦘⯀㟗᧨⃮㉔權全䟄㻯⏔䟄᧨≬㖐䟄㻯⸛Ⰼ㡯㗮₣㷲䫽⸘孔ᇭⰑ㨫₹幍⅔
抩扖ℳ㿐䟄ぴ⇫᧨↊⇤₼㠼᧤㡯幉㢅梃⮩䩼᧥掌↩∎年幍⦷㠼䟄㢅㡯㽤ぴ
⇫ᇭ∪䟄₼㠼㡯幉⮩栎᧨抩デ掌↩⇃椞䧏㦘䟄☚㽱┷᧨扨↩㗮⧞⍞⸘⏷侊
兮扨㫆䤓䟄幍ᇭ♠䞮㠼䟄⚝᧨庆䵚☂⏷槱⦿㭏㿚侊兮᧨ⅴ䫽≬侊兮㷲デ
ぴ⇫ᇭ
♾㦃㗱䟄㻯♠䞮㟔椫
㷳侊兮䤓㡯兎♠⺓⣷幍帰㷲デ㍔⑄ₚ䟄㻯♾ⅴぴ⇫⮩ᇭ欓㦮䟄㻯⺎✌㢾
幍䘾⬒ᇬ幍∎䞷㍔⑄✛幍伊⨚䤓₹⒌㟿ᇭ䘾⬒㍔⑄᧤Ⱁ浧䄎ᇬ浧䂸
㒥⇝䂸㒥䂸ㄵ⮶ピ㽱┷᧥♾厌↩冸䩼欓㦮䟄㻯⺎✌ᇭ⻌丰㹞₹♠⺓幍掌揜
㦘䟄㻯䟄摞䥠展⣷᧤年䥠展⣷䫽⸩⇤㢅榏尐㦃㗱䟄㻯᧥᧨㷳䥠展⣷♾厌㡯
㽤㷲デぴ⇫ᇭ⸩㦮㭏㿚✛冃㔳♾∎侊兮⮓ℝ哾Ⰼ䤓ぴ⇫䕅㊐ᇭ
⺓欠᧤㡯兎᧥幍䤓☀⹂
≰⚆ㄅₜ⸩⦷⚓䱜㍔⑄ₚ掌厌Ⓙ才㘴㟅⣷᧨扨K㍔⑄▔㕻᧶⦷㡯兎㽱恾㈓
ₙ㒥棓扠㟍ℕ摠⻭䓸⇢ᇬ㟔㎞㓿㒥␅⸒槭㦘㎞䤓㡯兎䟄≰⚆㓿ᇭ
侊兮䞷㓆
䞷㓆♾厌㡯㽤㝜⇫ㄣ㊴␂᧨扨♾厌㢾䟀ℝ㻇⃔㒥㤑㢅愺⇢㸚䡍ᇬ㡯㽤♙㢅
㘴扠幍㒥ₜ䐮㌘㷲䫽㝜⇫ᇭ摜尐䤓㢾᧨ㄣ⪈帼㓏㦘侊兮䞷㓆㷲䫽㝜⇫㔴巵
幍᧨ㄅ常Ⅵⅻ䩴拢᧨㇢侊兮㣍䯉巵㔴㢅Ⱁ⇤⋩⒉♜ㄣᇭ
䍮㎮
䍮㎮㢾㷳侊兮䤓₹捷⒕᧨⸒♾厌䟀ℝ䱜䱜☮⥯力㡯㽤㷲䫽巵⛙⻔⇞劔棁
㷱䋺䌍᧨ₚ槱⒦⒉␅₼K☮⥯ᇭ䍮㎮♾厌㼰㦘㷲䫽⸘孔㒥⦉⸩ᇭ䍮榍♾
厌㡯㽤Ⓙ才䍮㎮᧨√Ⱁ᧨䋺䌍⦷䍮⦀ᇬ⬨⭐㒥⻚欅㒥⦷␂桼䤓桷䤓♵
扈♠䞮ᇭ䍮㎮♾厌䥠㿚ₜⒿ⇞⮓㒥ㆉ䷠䓸♵浧ㄵₙ♠䞮䤓䋺䌍䤓䍮榍ᇭ
㹞⧉䋺䌍ℶ䞮䤓䍮榍摞✛䑒䍶抮ㄵ掌㢾ₜ⚛䤓ᇭ䍮㎮♾厌㡯㽤⚛㫆㦘㟗⦿
䥠㿚Ⓙ⚓䱜伊⨚䤓䋺䌍ᇭ䍮㎮♾厌ₜ↩♙㢅⺈伦㉒⮶㎞㒥⸘⏷ℚ㟔⺋咃䤓䋺
䌍㙟⒉巵⛙᧨√Ⱁ᧨ㄙₙ␡䍮ᇬ⓶䍗䒕䍇ᇬ䑒㺣㽓槁ᇬ㢢䑒㧟㠨ⷧ㟍ₜ㇢ᇬ
䟄恾微嘆扖摜ᇬ⏎䵴䘸䋺㪃㒥ⅉ兄䋺ᇭ
☂∎䍮㎮㷲デぴ⇫᧨⦷㩟K㍔⑄ₚ᧨䟀ℝ巵⛙ₜ⮮᧨力∎㓏㦘⻔⇞劔ₜ厌⏷
捷♙㢅抒䱊᧨⏜♦㗮↳㒥咃㸊ᇭ
䲊┷㘱㿚⣷
䲊┷㘱㿚⣷♹厌㘱㿚ⒿⰑ䦇ㄣ⸘孔広㢝₼㓏承䤓㖖⸩喒⦃␔䤓扟┷ᇭ⸒ⅻ
㡯㽤户Ⓔ⏴≄劔✛欓⸩⻔⇞劔ᇭ䲊┷㘱㿚⣷ₜ㙟∪⹈䱾◉⩮≬㔳ᇭ䲊┷㘱㿚
⣷␆㦘⮩₹㘱㿚㽱㧮᧨♹厌㘱㿚Ⓙ扨K㽱㧮尕䥥䤓㡯椫䬜◉⩮₼♠䞮䤓
扟┷ᇭ䲊┷㘱㿚⣷㡯㽤㘱㿚Ⓙ⬨⭐ᇬ⮸啀㨎ᇬ⦿㨎ᇬ␂桼䤓桷ᇬ䙊䜒椣㨎㒥
䙊䜒桷䴦⚝槱♠䞮䤓扟┷ᇭ↊⇤伊⨚䤓㗮⹂᧨㡯幉㢾㦘㎞执㢾㡯㎞䤓᧨√Ⱁ᧨
⺕↊⇤㧟㠨拽埌ᇬ㽈䆕㒥⡆䄔Ⓙ䥠㿚侊兮柫⯃ᇬ柫槱ᇬ展䴦㒥↊⇤␅⸒捷⇜᧨
掌↩㈀❜䥠㿚侊兮㷲デぴ⇫ᇭ
嬺┷儱⮥兎䲊┷㘱㿚⣷抩扖㎮ㄣ䂸ㄵ♧▥扪嫛ぴ⇫ᇭ⇕㢾᧨㇢䂸ㄵ㘴扠㒥浧
ℝ⇢䂸㢅㒥䥠㿚◉⩮₼㒥䥠㿚◉⩮棓扠ⷧ⦷㦘㎞㒥㡯㎞䤓䍼䄟㢅᧨⻀↩棜⇝
嬺┷儱⮥兎䲊┷㘱㿚⣷䤓㦘㟗㊶ᇭ␅₼㩟K䍼䄟♾厌↩㢾┯䍼⣷ᇬ㟲䍼⣷ᇬ
䋺䌘ᇬ䍶䍳㩅ᇬ⭐䌘ᇬ㡴⏘ᇬ㘡㺣♲ᇬ䏶㢝᧨䷘䷘ᇭ
⛙巵幍
Ⱁ㨫㦘椣䱊⬨㒥椣䱊桷᧨⛙巵幍᧤Ⱁ巵㔴⣷ᇬ巵杒ᇬ㔴巵⠖♼㒥㔴巵厘⑁
䷘᧥♾厌ₜ↩⚠ⅉ⛧⛙巵㒥➳搡䐮䧰₼䤓ⅉᇭⰑ㨫⛙巵幍⮓⦷⇞⮓㒥⧉⦿
䤓ₜ⚛㻃ₙ᧨⒨♾厌ₜ↩⛙巵㒥➳搡⻔⇞劔ᇭ檂❜⛙巵幍♾厌↩♦Ⓙ␅
⸒⣹⭿䄟䤓㓿᧨Ⱁ᧶䵚⇢⭿侊兮ᇬ㟅檂㧉ᇬ䟄展ᇬ䴉庒㒥␅⸒䟄⣷幍㒥
扖㈏懵戕䷘ᇭ檂❜⛙巵幍⻌丰⭿檂㈗浧᧨⇕㢾㦘⚻屘椫䬜䤓ⅉ⃮♾厌⚻ₜ
Ⓙᇭ
䟄幬兎
Ⱁ㨫∎䞷䟄幬兎♠抐㔴巵᧨䟄幬兎♾厌↩⦷㩟K㢅㹄ₜ厌∎䞷㒥◯兎ᇭ力₣᧨
⏴≄劔♾厌↩⒖㠼䟄幬兎᧨㒥劔↩∎䞷㈗楍㘱㿚Ⓙ䤓㦃⏗扪䤓㓚㹄∎␅㡯㽤
ぴ⇫ᇭ
㢅梃ₜ⏔⒕
⦷㩟K㍔⑄ₚ᧨侊兮↩㷲デぴ⇫᧨⇕䟀ℝ⻔⇞劔㡯㽤♙㢅❜ㄣ㔴巵᧨⥯力㡯
㽤挎⏜侶㊴ℚↅ♠䞮ᇭⰑ㨫侊兮♦Ⓙ䥠㘶᧨♾厌ₜ↩♙㢅♠䞮❜ㄣ᧨⺋咃㡯
㽤≬㔳⻔⇞劔㒥␅徱䓸ᇭ
兓ↅ㟔椫
⻌丰め兞摖♥⚓䱜㘹㡌∎㷳侊兮⻌♾厌♾槯᧨⇕㢾侊兮♾厌↩䟀ℝ兓ↅ㟔椫
力㡯㽤㷲デぴ⇫ᇭ
㿚幤ₜ㇢
抩扖⸩㦮㿚幤✛冃㔳᧨♾ⅴ♠䘿∎㔴巵侊兮㡯㽤㷲デぴ⇫䤓⮩㟿桽欧ᇭㄣ㹞
⛷㿚幤㠃₹侊兮᧨力₣ㄣ⦷桾⏴ᇬ幤⦍桾⏴ᇬ䋺䌍ᇬ㥃歝楷᧤楹᧥
ᇬ⦿榖ᇬℚ
㟔㒥㓎⻚␔⮥↊⇤ㆉ䷠䓸㿊┷⃚⚝᧨⺈㠃₹侊兮扪嫛㿚幤ᇭ㿚幤ㄣ▔㕻㓏㦘
䥠㿚幍ᇬ枽䥧ᇬ㘶Ⓟ♿ᇬ㔴巵幍ⅴ♙⻭ℝ侊兮兓㒟䤓↊⇤␅⸒㝜⇫幍ᇭ
⸘⏷≬棸
ₜ丰␅┮厌Ⱁ⇤᧨㔴巵侊兮ₜ厌♥ⅲ徱ℶ≬棸㒥ⅉ⺎≬棸ᇭ㔴巵侊兮⃮㡯㽤
♥ⅲ徱ℶ㓏㦘劔ᇬ䱮忐劔㒥␅Ⅵ⻔⇞劔᧨摖♥㉔尐㘹㡌棁㷱侶㊴㍔⑄♠䞮᧨
㒥㦏⮶䲚ㄵ⦿⺠侶㊴㍔⑄抯㒟䤓㦘⹂㈀❜ᇭ
摜尐庆Ⅳ兕梔床᧶㡯幉㢾◤䕻徼᧨执㢾ℶ❐✛捷ↅ棓サ䤓 '6& 懾ↅ᧨
␅䓗㧒掌㦘㇡⻭᧨⺈␅徼尐挄㈹ⅴₚ㧰㷍᧶
ವ 年㦏兗䞷㓆幇♾◞帽 ಯ(8/$ರ 㢾㌷᧤め噆♥年懾ↅ✛䦇␂䫻ↅ䤓⏻⚇ᇬ₹
ⅉ ✛⥱ ⇢᧥✛ 7\FR 6DIHW\ 3URGXFWV &DQDGD /WG ⒕ ⏻ ⚇ ಧಧ'LJLWDO

6HFXULW\ &RQWUROV᧤ಯ'6&ರ᧥⃚梃䤓㽤㈚◞帽ᇭ年⏻⚇㢾楕㒟⸘棁侊兮䤓
Ⓟ抯⟕᧨⃮㢾㌷め噆♥䤓年懾ↅ✛䦇␂䫻ↅ㒥捷ↅ䤓♠⟕ᇭ
ವ Ⱁ㨫 '6& 懾ↅℶ❐᧤ಯ 懾ↅℶ❐ ರ 㒥 ಯ 懾ↅ ರ᧥✛䫻ↅ兠⸩枏➽᧨⇕㼰㦘✛
㠿䫻ↅ兠⸩᧨挲⃗㌷ₜ厌∎䞷ᇬ㖆徬㒥⸘孔懾ↅℶ❐ᇭ懾ↅℶ❐▔㕻帰並
㧉懾ↅ᧨♾厌执㦘䦇␂⮩ⴡ⇢ᇬ◿Ⓠ忓㠨✛⦷兎㒥䟄㠖㫲ᇭ
ವ
㙟∪♵⮥㦏兗䞷㓆幇♾◞帽䦇␂䤓懾ↅℶ❐㢅棓サ䤓↊⇤懾ↅ㖘䏶
年幇♾◞帽䤓㧰㷍⺈㌷⸭嫛㘗㧒ᇭ
ವ 㡵⸘孔ᇬ⮜Ⓟᇬₚ戌ᇬ⌷ⷧᇬ幎桽㒥∎䞷ℕ懾ↅℶ❐᧨㌷⺕㡯㧰ↅ⚛㎞
㘴♦㦻 (8/$ 㧰㷍᧨☂∎㦻 (8/$ 嬺展㢾⏗ⓜ◞帽㒥⚗儵䤓≽帱ᇭⰑ
㨫㌷ₜ⚛㎞年 (8/$ ₼㧰㷍᧨'6& ⒨ₜ厌⺕ 62)7:$5(352'8&7 㘗
㧒全㌷᧨㌷⒨㡯㧒∎䞷⸒ᇭ
懾ↅℶ❐幇♾
㦻懾ↅℶ❐♦䓗㧒㽤᧨⦌棔䓗㧒㧰儵✛␅Ⅵ䦇␂䩴幕ℶ㧒㽤✛㧰㷍≬㔳ᇭ㦻
懾ↅ⅔㘗㧒∎䞷᧨槭⒉➽ᇭ
 ◞帽㘗℗  㦻 (8/$ 㘗℗㌷ⅴₚ㧒Ⓒ᧶

D 懾ↅ⸘孔∎䞷⺈ℝ㌷噆㈦䤓㹞₹幇♾᧨㌷♾ⅴ⸘孔⅔
懾ↅℶ❐㖆徬ᇭ
E ⷧ⌷  几八ㄣ䞷 ₜ厌⚛㢅⦷㒥⅝ₜ⚛帰並㧉₼⸘孔ᇬ
幎桽ᇬ
㣍䯉ᇬ扟嫛ᇬ␀℺㒥∎䞷年懾ↅℶ❐᧨▔㕻ぴ⇫䵨ᇬ兗䵾ᇬ
㒥␅Ⅵ㟿ⷦ䟄幍ᇭ㗱力岏⃚᧨Ⱁ㨫㌷㦘⑯₹ぴ⇫䵨᧨
挲⃗⇯㉔權㹞₹尐ㄣ䞷年懾ↅ䤓ぴ⇫䵨噆♥₹幇♾
幐ᇭ
F 㖆徬 ㌷♾ⅴ⮩㶰㖆徬年懾ↅℶ❐ᇭ⇕㢾⦷全⸩
㢅梃⅔⏐幇⸘孔㹞₹幇♾䤓㖆徬ᇭ㖆徬⅔䞷ℝⷧ㫲ᇭ
棳⦷㦻◞帽₼㢝䫽広㢝᧨⚵⒨ₜ㈦♵⮥⮜Ⓟ㦻懾ↅℶ❐᧨▔㕻
␅◿Ⓠ❐ᇭ␅Ⅵ㧒Ⓒ✛棟Ⓟ広㢝
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